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ABSTRACT  
Driving behavior of a driver is closely related to traffic accidents, and is controlled by nervous 
system. Gene expression in the nervous cells may indirectly affect people's behavior. In order 
to explore genetic basis of fallible behavior of the accident-repeated drivers, in accordance 
with the Chinese national standard "Physical qualifications for automobile drivers and their 
test protocol" (GB18463-2001), these drivers whose indexes were all abnormal were chose as 
candidates of case, and those whose indexes were all normal were chose as candidates of 
control. A total of 232 matching pairs of drivers were selected. We chose above case 
candidates who had three or more accidents at the level of more than equal-responsibility 
within 5 consecutive years (2005-2009) as case group. The control candidates who did not 
have liability for accidents over the same years (2005-2009) as control group, 179 matching 
pairs of drivers has been chosen as sample. GWAS (Genome-wide association study) are 
applied to 179 pairs of matching samples on fallible behavior of drivers. The result showed 
that 31 SNPs loci in 3 linked genes (SMAD5，TRPC7（P<10-4）and CBLN4 (P<10-5) ) are 
associated with fallible behavior of drivers .The current study suggested for the first time the 
potential association between the  fallible behavior and the potential susceptible genes.  

1 INTRODUCTION 
The driving behaviors of a driver play an important role in traffic safety1,2, which means that 
drivers respond to a variety of internal and extrinsic environment for safe and fast moving 
while steering vehicle, including visible overt behavior and invisible covert behavior. Fallible 
behavior refers to bad driving characterized by that the probability of accident is higher 
arising from far deviation of operation between actual and normal. Some drivers account for 
higher frequency of accident than other drivers，named as accident-repeated drivers, and 
the majority of their traffic accidents are always closely related to fallible behaviors 
(e.g., violation of laws, over speeding3,4,5, according to the traffic accident data of The 
American National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), driver error was by far 
the most common reason for crashes (95.6%), as opposed to vehicle or environmental factors. 
Among crashes attributed to a driver error, a teen made the error 79.3% of the time (75.8% of 
all teen-involved crashes), recognition errors (e.g., inadequate surveillance, distraction) 
accounted for 46.3% of all teen errors, followed by decision errors (e.g., following too 
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closely, too fast for conditions) (40.1%)6. Accident-repeated driver is more fallible and has a 
personality characteristics of recurrent accidents, such as aggression, exceeding speed, 
running red lights, drunk driving etc7,8,9. It has been found that accident-repeated driver has 
some fallible behavior characteristics in our previous research, such as extraversion, 
neuroticism, error response, low performance and so on10. However, the immanent causes of 
recidivism accident behaviors of accident-repeated driver have not been fully understood, 
especially from genetic perspective, Human behaviors have a genetic basis11, behavior 
genetics suggests that behaviors are not only indirect regulated by genes, but also directly 
influenced by environment, most human behaviors are regulated by many microeffective 
genes12. If fallible behavior traits of drivers and its genetics track can be revealed, it is 
possible to provide a new pattern for the selection, safety training and behavior modification 
of occupational drivers, e.g., The Health Behaviour Research Centre of University College 
London in UK launched a BCW(behaviour change wheel) trial of “frameworks of behaviour 
change interventions”at 201013; The Carolina Center for Genome Sciences of  University of 
North Carolina in America attempted on the 9R/9R genotype in the VNTR of the dopamine 
transporter gene (DAT1)exerts a general protective effect against a spectrum of risky 
behaviors in comparison to the 10R/9R and 10R/10R genotypes14; The Department of 
Psychiatric Medicine of University of Virginia in America implemented a experiment that 
taking controlled-release methylphenidate improves attention during on-road driving by 
adolescents with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder(ADHD)15; Because accident-
repeating drivers frequently or repeatedly cause traffic accident in certain time period, they 
have become high risk population. Traffic accident has become the largest social disaster 
world wide, and an enormous effort and great strategy have been put into place in many 
countries to prevent traffic accidents caused by accident-repeated drivers. Therefore, 
exploration on fallible behaviors and their genetics basis of accident-repeated driver is 
significant social impact and scientifically relevant.  Accident-repeated drivers cause 
increased cost for medical and public services16, once the recrudescent causes of traffic 
accident of the accident-repeated driver can be under control, rational prediction and 
monitoring of those accident-repeated drivers would be possible, therefore action can be taken 
in protecting them from traffic accidents. This will make great contribution to the control of 
traffic accidents which have brought huge disasters to human beings. 

2 SUBJECTS AND METHODS 

2.1 SUBJECTS:   
We chose all bus drivers as the object population at The Public Transportation Incorporation 
in some coastal city in China, who live stably in the city and have a long time driving 
exposure in this study, the city is characterized by high incidence of traffic accidents. The 
subjects were screened by at least two researchers through analysis and quality control. we 
diagnosed the fallible behavior of drivers in accordance with the Chinese national standard " 
Physical qualifications for automobile drivers and their test protocol " (GB18463-2001). The 
drivers whose testing indexes were all abnormal were candidate of cases group, and those 
whose testing index were all normal were candidate of control group (see table 1.). 
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Table 1.  subject’s screening conditions  

Index control  candidate case candidate 
Speed anticipation (ms) 800-2500  < 800  or  >2500 
Multiple relation judgment   

Response time  (ms) ≤1600 >1600 
Reaction times by mistake  
(times) 

≤5 >5 

Attention distribution and 
duration (times) 

≤110 >110 

Night acuity (s) ≤35 >35  
Depth perception (mm) ±22 < -22 or >22 
Dynamic acuity ≥0.2 <0.2 

     (* from GB18463-2001) 
 

To eliminate bias of confounding factor including age, gender, driving experiences, this 
study used matched case-control samples. The matching conditions include similar age, 
driving duration (difference less than 2 years), same nationality, gender, residence, education 
and marital status, similar driving route and driving training, etc.( see Table 2). Subjects are 
all healthy drivers, and those drivers who have the history of genetic diseases, psychiatric 
disorders, cardiovascular diseases and driving contraindications were excluded. A total of 232 
matching pairs of drivers were selected in this study. 

Table2  Matching conditions of the case and control 

matching conditions Case group Control group 

Age + Similar （difference less 
than 2 years）  

Gender + Same 
Nationality + Same(Han Chinese) 
Residence + Same 
Education + Same 

Driving duration + Similar （difference less 
than 2 years）  

Driving training + Same 
Driving route + Same 
Marital status + Same 

Accident records 
Three times or 
more accidents in 5 
years 

Zero accidents during 
the same period  

 
After five years following up study(2005-2009) ,according to accident record of drivers,we 

chose these case candidates who had three or more accidents at the level of more than equal-
responsibility within 5 consecutive years are as case group. Some control candidates who did 
not have liability for accidents over the same years (2005-2009) are as control group. A total 
of 179 matching pairs of candidates were selected.  

app:ds:response
app:ds:time
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3 METHODS: 
2 ml of blood was taken from each subject of the 179 pairs of matching samples into tubes 
encapsulated with EDTA anticoagulation and stored in -80 ° C refrigerator pending analysis. 
DNA was extracted from whole blood after thawing. All subjects in this research are 
volunteers after being informed, and all the information of the drivers are collected from the 
original materials of the Safety Division of the Bus Company by the trained investigators with 
uniform questionnaire. This study is performed under the approval of the local ethical 
committee. 

DNA extracted from the whole blood of 179 pairs of matched samples were utilized for the 
GWAS.  SNPs tests with the Affymetrix Genome-Wide Human Mapping.SNP 6.0 Array 
(Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA, US). SNP analysis was performed by Chinese National 
Engineering Center for Biochip in Shanghai. 
 

4 STATISTICS   
SNPs association analysis was performed on the 179 pairs of matched samples. MAF analysis 
of all SNP locus and Hardy-weinberg equilibrium test were performed with the Genespring 
software. Genotype – Phenotype associated analysis was performed using three methods of  
the Cochran-Armitage tests: Pearson’s χ2 test，and Fisher’s exact test.  

5 RESULT 
We carried out GWAS on 179 pairs of matched samples, and found that there are significant 
associated SNPs loci (P < 10-4) located at genome variant regions by comparing fallible 
behavior of drivers (case group) with the normative behavior of drivers (control group). The 
potential association signals between case group and control group were determined by using 
Cochran-Armitage trend test. Significant 31 SNPs loci concentrate on position of 10-5～10-3 
of the genome wide P values of the Cochran-Armitage trend test, and SNP peak locus reached 
to 10-6(see table 3,fig.1).  

The expected P value(-log10 P) and the observed P value(-log10 P)  between case group 
and control group all locate within 95% CL(fig.2). We can rule out the false positive results 
coming from samples stratifying according to condition of “IF < 1”. There is a deviation at 
the tail of the distribution from null distribution(fig.2), which showed the deviation possibly 
caused by really genetic association.We found two blocks of linkage illequilibrium through 
haploid analysis of associated SNPs loci (red block A and red  
 

Table 3  SNPs significant information site genotype and gene locus information table 

dbSNP RS 
ID Chr Physical  

Position 
Allele 
A/B   Association Gene  p-value OR OR （9

）  
rs2033581 chr8 69264902 A/G DEPDC2 2E-06 0.4629 0.3365-0.6368 
rs6978138 chr7 16856893 A/G AGR2 5E-05 0.5443 0.4011-0.7385 
rs1019621 chr7 135000000 A/G CNOT4///STRA8 1E-05 0.4485 0.3047-0.6603 
rs292661 chr7 135000000 C/T CNOT4///STRA8 9E-05 0.4972 0.3317-0.7452 
rs2972106 chr7 148000000 C/T CNTNAP2 9E-05 0.5272 0.3748-0.7414 
rs2717741 chr8 18490786 C/G PSD3 2E-05 3.2696 1.7794-6.0078 
rs2634449 chr8 18488730 A/G PSD3 2E-05 0.2772 0.1489-0.5161 
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rs6069499 chr20 53973735 A/G CBLN4 9E-05 0.2857 0.1478-0.5521 
rs6035200 chr20 18970894 A/T C20orf79///SLC24A3 1E-04 0.5884 0.4395-0.7879 
rs7732110 chr5 135547908 C/T TRPC7 6E-04 0.6058 0.4505-0.8148 
rs11242316 chr5 135547747 C/G TRPC7 5E-04 1.6866 1.256-2.2648 
rs3734125 chr5 135551643 C/T TRPC7 4E-04 1.73 1.2873-2.325 
rs10045073 chr5 135557803 C/T TRPC7 6E-04 1.712 1.274-2.3006 
rs10041689 chr5 135565676 A/G TRPC7 2E-04 1.7676 1.3141-2.3776 
rs171101 chr5 135646103 C/G TRPC7 3E-04 0.5696 0.4155-0.7809 
rs7701815 chr5 135649997 A/C TRPC7 4E-04 1.7555 1.2805-2.4067 
rs1392170 chr5 135659201 A/C TRPC7 4E-04 0.5806 0.4229-0.797 
rs950715 chr5 135708138 C/T TRPC7 2E-04 0.5317 0.3784-0.7471 
rs3777150 chr5 135705746 A/C TRPC7 3E-04 0.524 0.3655-0.7513 
rs12515628 chr5 135712924 C/T TRPC7 1E-04 1.8919 1.3443-2.6624 
rs346644 chr5 135746033 A/G TRPC7 3E-04 0.5538 0.3955-0.7755 
rs2548979 chr5 135481392 C/T SMAD5 5E-04 0.5924 0.4408-0.7962 
rs2906830 chr5 135481829 C/T SMAD5 9E-04 1.6487 1.2284-2.2128 
rs2548978 chr5 135492030 C/T SMAD5 4E-04 1.7065 1.2701-2.2928 
rs9327743 chr5 135495208 C/G SMAD5OS 3E-04 0.5714 0.4243-0.7695 
rs13187638 chr5 135500093 C/G SMAD5 9E-04 1.6324 1.2146-2.194 
rs6596288 chr5 135512462 C/T SMAD5 4E-04 1.706 1.2702-2.2915 
rs10056474 chr5 135519295 C/G SMAD5 4E-04 1.7061 1.2702-2.2915 
rs10064147 chr5 135533740 A/G SMAD5 2E-04 1.7823 1.3249-2.3976 
rs6886699 chr5 135543637 C/T SMAD5 2E-04 1.7546 1.3037-2.3614 
rs7719008 chr5 164000000 A/G  1E-04 0.548 0.4086-0.7348 

  

Fig.1  P value of all SNPs loci distribution on each chromosome 
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Fig.2  QQ-plot 

 

Fig.3  LD-plot linkage illequilibrium distribution 

block B of fig.3 ). which indicated combination of allele genes each SNP locus is non-
random.  

The GWAS showed that genome variation frequency of the SNPs in fallible behavior 
drivers is higher than that in control group, and three genes SMAD5（rs6886699） on 
chromosome 5，TRPC7（rs10041689,rs3777150）on chromosome 5，CBLN4（rs6069499
）on chromosome 20 are strongly associated with fallible behavior of Chinese drivers (P < 
10-4）.  

A B 
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6 DISCUSSION 
The fallible behaviors of drivers have a tendency to induce more traffic accidents than the 
general population. Studies have showed that accident-repeated drivers have some fallible 
behavior characteristics such as low motion perception, error judgement, attention deficit、
depth perception deviation. These results suggect that processing capability of accident-
repeated drivers on driving information is lower than that of safe drivers in general, 
consequently, more accidents are caused by these drivers. That is the chance for an accident-
repeating is not a statistical phenomenon, rather it is likely to be a result of those genetic 
traits.  This implies that the accident-repeating drivers possess certain psychological and 
behavioral characteristics of cognition and processing capability on information, especially 
for motion perception, reaction, attention, performance on dynamic objects. Ergun Y. Uc and 
Matthew Rizzo compared older drivers who suffered from neurodegenerative disorders with 
control drivers. They found that driving errors of the drivers with neurodegenerative disorders 
were more than that of control drivers in driving task experiment, because the behavior 
function of the drivers with neurodegenerative disorders was impaired in their cognition, 
visual perception, attention and motor function etc[18]. The experiments showed that drivers 
with low motion perception prone to anticipate judgement on moving object,  and their error 
judgement lead to error operation, and their attention deficit (i.e. to care for the left but lose 
the right) easily neglect the potential risk, therefore, any fault or error on a chain of driving 
processing behavior could cause accident (fig.4). 

 
Fig 4  Information processing model for driver error 

Previous studies have dispersedly reported the fallible behavior traits or clues of drivers 
from different districts[7,19,20], which were basically identical with the present study, it showed 
that fallible behavior of accident-repeated drivers may have certain common 
individual idiosyncracy. Some researchers have reported the relationship between traffic 
accident and personality of driver behavior such as anxiety, drinking, aggressing, violation, 
etc[21-23].   

Based on fallible behavior traits of drivers in Chinese population, we conducted GWAS on 
genetic foundation of fallible behavior traits. Result showed that there is significant difference 
in SNPs genome variation frequency between case group (fallible behavior of drivers) and 
control group(normative behavior of drivers). We found that there are three genes (SMAD5，
TRPC7 and CBLN4) located in significant SNPs genome variant region that are particularly 
associated with fallible behavior of drivers（P<10-4）.  

http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e7%bb%9f%e8%ae%a1%e5%ad%a6%e7%9a%84&tjType=sentence&style=&t=statistical
http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e7%bb%93%e6%9e%9c&tjType=sentence&style=&t=results
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Behavioral genetics has demonstrated that human behavior has a genetic basis, behavior is 
the combination of heredity and environment and has genetic polymorphisms[24]. M Nelen 
and XO Breakefield found that a point mutation was identified in a termination codon of the 
eighth exon of the MAOA structural gene, which is intimately associated with a recognizable 
abnormal behavior, including impulsive aggression, arson, attempted rape, and 
exhibitionism[25]. A recent study in British Medical Council (BMC) showed the genetic 
contribution to aggressive behavior in Drosophila animal model [26]. Studies on the 
relationship of genes and behavior have just sprung up, there exists some directly or indirectly 
association between intricate behavior traits and genes[27]. Driving behavior is one of  the 
human special occupational behaviors involving complicated information processing 
including information cognition, judgment, decision and operation etc., and also has genetic 
foundation. Fallible behaviors of drivers are mainly revealed in information cognition and 
processing, once genome variation/ gene function abnormity involved in driving information 
cognition pathway (e.g. signal translation) or processing take place, driving behavior of 
drivers would be out of control. 

Based on GeneBank database, SMAD5 is a kind of cytoplasm protein gene, mainly plays a 
certain regulating role in tissue dynamic development through the signal transduction 
pathways. It is reported that, 2/3 of the SMAD protein signal directly promote expression of 
Nanog , moderate repression of SMAD5 may inhibit expression of Sox2[28]. However, Sox2 
plays a primary regulating role in the potential ability and  self-refreshing by adjusting 
transcription of embryo stem cells, such as the reaction to environmental stimuli[29]. It is for 
the first time that we found that SMAD5 has certain association with the behaviors of accident 
prone drivers, however further studies are warranted. TRPC7 gene is mainly involved in cell 
calcium and magnesium ion channel regulation, and highly expressed in peripheral organs 
such as heart, lung, eye etc, and sensitivity to cognition from visual and tactual information, 
TRPC7 plays important roles in regulating balance of intracellular Ca2+ and transferring 
extracellular signal[31-32]. We consider that significant linked SNPs located at TRPC7 gene 
probably associated with functional modulation of visual cognitive channel for drivers, in case 
its function would be abnormal, the omen of accident as “brain blank” likely appear due to 
interrupt cognitive channel. In the current GWAS, above 2associated genes all involve in 
neural signal transduction, cell differentiation and nervous function regulation, therefore, 
there is a strong functional coherence between their biological understanding and molecular 
mechanism of fallible behavior of drivers. 

In the GWAS, we found that there exists stronger SNP signal located at CBLN4 gene（
P<10-5）. CBLN4 genes mainly involve in adrenal development and regulation of secretion33-

34，which plays important roles in the regulation of main hormone and neurotransmitter of 
the stress system. Previous studies showed that the neurotransmitter levels of dopamine (DA), 
5 - hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) of the accident-repeated drivers are lower than that of the safe 
drivers. Bergomi M et al in Italy investigated the relationships between young driver 
behaviour and personality factors as well as to assess the neuroendocrine correlation of 
psychological and behavioural factors, and found that the subjects are prone to adopt safe 
driving behaviour, a positive correlation was observed between DA levels and the frequency 
of driving violations while a negative relationship was found between adrenaline(NE) levels 
and frequency of driving errors[35]. Whether or not the changes in these neurotransmitters are 
caused by regulating variation of CBLN4 gene still needs further study. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%22Bergomi%20M%22%5BAuthor%5D
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7 CONCLUSION 
Fallible behavior of the accident-repeated drivers have internal traits and their typical 
behavioral properties in motion perception, reaction, attention, depth perception, etc. These 
traits and behavior may be  associated with genome structure variations involved in cell signal 
translation pathway. Our Genome-wide Association Study demonstrated that CBLN4 genome 
structure variations could be related to the genetic susceptibility of fallible behavior of 
drivers, and suggest for the first time the potential association between the accident-repeated 
drivers and their fallible behavior and the potential susceptible genes. 
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